
B  ack to the Quarry  
Teacher's Pack

About The Project

Back to the Quarry is a Folk Arts Oxford project supported by the Heritage 
Lottery Fund, exploring the musical history of the Kimber family from Headington Quarry, 
Oxfordshire. It takes as its starting point the life and music of William Kimber; a builder and 
musician who went on to have a significant impact in the world of traditional music throughout the 
United Kingdom and further afield - an impact which is still felt today.

The project aims to share William Kimber's story with the local community - and wider afield - by 
exploring different parts of his life. 

About this pack

The activities and examples in this pack are focused around William Kimber’s life, and Headington 
Quarry, on the outskirts of Oxford. 

This teacher’s pack provides activities and examples of how a local historical figure can be 
explored in the context of literacy, geography, history and music. Activities may be used as they are 
presented, or adapted to suit heritage materials and figures from your own local area.

How to Use this pack

This pack can be used as a stand-alone cross-curricular project exploring different elements of 
local history, geography and music or used in support of a broader local history study. It may also 
provide a structure for creating your own local history project and pupils may be encouraged to 
make comparisons between their own locality and Headington Quarry.

There are additional resources to support this document including interactive materials, available 
online at:

www.backtothequarry.net

The appendix includes a circular walk, which could be undertaken at an appropriate point in the 
project and examples of children’s retelling of William Kimber’s life story.

Throughout the pack you will find additional   Teacher's notes   in boxes, which are used to give 
further background information on key phrases.

Enquiries relating to the project, or to carrying out folk arts project in your own area can be directed 
to: 

bttq@folk-arts-oxford.co.uk

Folk Arts Oxford are very grateful to the Heritage 
Lottery Fund for supporting 'Back to the Quarry'.
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A local history study in to the life of William Kimber
Suggested TOPIC PLAN -  KS2

Learning Objectives 

Pupils will:

− learn about a local historical figure (William Kimber), and be able to re-tell that person’s story in their 
own words

− carry out a range of activities related to the life story of a local historical figure, in a variety of cross-
curricular contexts

− understand concepts of heritage and that some heritage can be 'intangible heritage' (e.g. heritage 
items that you can't physically hold or touch, such as songs or memories) and be able to provide 
examples

− learn about historical and modern methods of collecting and preserving intangible heritage items
− begin to understand the links between local and national events

   National Curriculum links

English/Literacy

- give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes
- participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, improvisations and debates
- preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through 

intonation, tone, volume and action
- support of speaking and listening activities across the curriculum

History

- know and understand the history of these islands 
- be taught about the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and 

international achievements
- understand the methods of historical enquiry 
- do a local history study 

Music

- perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and 
traditions

- listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
- begin to understand staff and other musical notations
- appreciate and understand a range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different 

traditions and from great composers and musicians
- develop an understanding of the history of music

Geography

- use simple compass directions and locational and directional language to describe the location of 
features and routes on a map

- devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key
- use fieldwork to observe, measure and record and present the human and physical features in the local 

area using a range of methods including sketch maps,  plans and graphs and digital technologies

Physical Education/Dance

- perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
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General resources required

- Access to www.backtothequarry.net for archive materials
- A copy of “Absolutely Classic: The Music of William Kimber” (CD) may be useful, although there are 

sound recordings of Kimber playing the concertina on the above website. You can purchase the CD 
from http://folkshop.efdss.org/CDs.htm

- Other materials as defined by activity choices

Timescale

This project is designed for a minimum of five half-day sessions, with multiple activities taking place during 
each session. However it should be flexible enough for you to adjust it to fit in with your programme of 
teaching. Some activities are for the whole class, and for some you can split your class in to groups and 
assign each group a particular activity.

Suggested links to other topics or projects:

Transition: collecting intangible heritage items of your own from your primary school before moving to 
secondary school.
History and Geography: how have people or things from your local area influenced the wider United 
Kingdom or world (e.g. famous local figures, local natural resources)
PSHE/P4C: passing things on by word of mouth: is this good or bad?
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Session 1: Intangible Heritage

Learning objectives:

Pupils will: 
• understand what is meant by intangible heritage and be able to name some items (e.g. songs, 

stories, memories etc)
• be able to explain why intangible heritage is an important part of our culture (tells us about normal  

people and every day life)
• be able to talk about how items were collected in the past, how they are preserved today, and how 

we might preserve things for the future

     “Intangible Cultural Heritage” is a term used to describe the activities, knowledge, skills (as 
      well as the every day objects and places associated with them) that communities and groups 

   recognise as part of their shared heritage. It is closely allied to concepts like ‘tradition’.

Assessing prior knowledge:

Starter questions:

Who knows what a tradition is? Give examples – leaving money for the Tooth Fairy, trick or treating,  
penny for the Guy, singing Christmas carols, hanging up stockings, new clothes at Eid. Can pupils think of  
any of their own? 

What is heritage? – the traditions and history of a group or community.

How do we find out about things from the past? - Guide towards a discussion of the oral tradition:  
handing down stories or songs by telling other people instead of writing them down. Contrast this to other  
ways of learning – books, internet.

Do pupils know anything they have learned by oral tradition? Can anyone teach a clapping game or a  
counting game? Who did they learn it from? Where do they think the person they learned it from learned it?

        To illustrate the concept of oral tradition you could ask if anyone remembers how they 
        learnt the song 'Humpty Dumpty' – chances are they will all say they 'just know it'. What are the 
        risks associated with this way of passing on information? (Loss, distortion, etc) What other things
        can you think of that might be passed on in this way?

Discussion topics:

In the 1800s and 1900s some people were worried about losing traditions and losing songs and dances 
that were part of them, so decided to 'collect' them – visiting the people who sang them and writing them 
down, or later recording them. (You can show some images of original manuscripts from the Vaughan 
Williams Memorial Library archive with the links below.)

http://www.vwml.org/

http://bit.ly/1EGH2lj – this gives a direct link to a 'William Kimber' search on the VWML

Why do you think they wanted to collect the songs? Why are historians interested in these songs? 
(they tell us about life for normal people) What sort of things do you think they might sing songs about? 
(Everyday things – work, love, having fun etc.)

What do people do today if they have a song or story they want to share? (CD, DVD, books, internet  
etc.) What sort of things from our lives today might we want to keep so that people in the future can see 
them?
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Suggested activities:

1) Listen to William Kimber playing 'Old Mother Oxford'. Then listen to the band Bellowhead playing 'Old 
Tom of Oxford' (this links to a set of three tunes; Old Tom starts at 3:52) which is a slightly different version 
of the same tune. Can you spot any similarities and differences? More able children may be able to spot a 
slight difference in the melody in the first part of the tune, as well as naming different instruments. Less able 
children can tell you there are more instruments playing, and the tune is played faster.

2) Take the first phrase from 'Old Mother Oxford', which uses the first five notes of the C major scale:

                                                 C     D    E     F     G           F        E       D       C

Children can learn to play on a keyboard, glockenspiel or similar; with tuned percussion, you may choose 
to remove the notes not used in the phrase for lower ability groups. 

They can then take these five notes and put them in a different order (they can use each note more than 
once) using the same rhythm: quick – quick – quick – quick – slow – quick – slow – slow – slow. This will 
create a new phrase of melody. 

More able children can create two new phrases, and then play all their phrases together using the pattern 
[original – variation 1 – variation 2 – original] to create a new piece of music (they could also do this in 
pairs, with each person making up one phrase). Can they teach their tune to someone else? What 
changes from the original? What stays the same?

Extension activities and further ideas

1) Play Chinese Whispers, to show how something can be changed through passing on orally. Begin with 
the teacher writing something down, show it to the first pupil, then pass verbally (whispered) around a 
circle: what does the last person think was written on the paper? (This activity may form the basis of a 
PSHE or P4c (Philosopy for Children) discussion.)

2) Make a time capsule, to include a popular song, a playground game or rhyme, an anecdote about what 
happened in school yesterday, and a favourite story

3) More able children could analyse the lyrics of a current pop song, and pretend they are from the future 
and using the song to learn about the past. What could it tell you? Other children could write a letter to 
someone in the future about the things they think will be part of their heritage.
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Session 2 & 3: William Kimber 

Learning Objectives:

Pupils will:
• be able to explain who William Kimber is, and why he is famous
• write a story or make up a play to tell the story of William Kimber in their own words

Recap the key concepts from session one:

Can anyone remember what we mean when we talk about heritage?

Background to the Kimber story:

Tell the story of William Kimber to the pupils, either reading the information below or using the powerpoint 
provided and encouraging children to read sections. You may want to encourage your pupils to take notes; 
this could support oral retelling to the class or written work.

Discussion Topics:

Can you imagine having to leave school aged 9? What other differences do you think there might be 
between the time in which Kimber grew up and the time you are growing up in now?

What is morris dancing? Do many nine year olds do it now? Do you know anyone who does different 
kinds of dancing?

What do you think might have happened to all the songs, tunes, and dances that Kimber knew if he 
had never met Cecil Sharp? 
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With this last question you can link back to the previous session on intangible heritage, and discuss 
how some items may have been preserved but some may have been lost. More able children could 
discuss the impact that two World Wars may have had on the preservation of intangible heritage 
items, with large numbers of people leaving their villages and not returning.

William Kimber was a bricklayer who lived in Headington Quarry (just outside Oxford). He was 
born in 1872 in a house called Huggins Cottage, which is still standing at the very end of Old 
Road, on the way up to Shotover. Kimber left school aged 9 to work as a bird-scarer, and around 
the age of fourteen became an apprentice builder; it was around this time that he also joined 
Headington Quarry Morris Dancers.

On Boxing Day of 1899, Kimber had a chance meeting with a man called Cecil Sharp, who was a 
musician and teacher, and who was interested in folk music and dance. The bad weather that 
winter had led to a shortage of building work, and Kimber and his friends decided to go out Morris 
dancing to earn some money. They danced at a big house where Kimber had previously done 
some work, which happened to be the house where Cecil Sharp was staying with his family, 
visiting his mother in law.

Sharp became extremely interested in the music and the dances, and asked Kimber to return the 
next day to play for him, so he could write down the tunes. Sharp and Kimber became great 
friends, and they would travel round the country together; Sharp delivering lectures on traditional 
morris dances and tunes, and Kimber playing the concertina and demonstrating the dances. 
Around 1905, a lady called Mary Neal decided she wanted to teach some of the Morris dances at 
the Esperance Girls Club in London; they became really popular, and Sharp decided to publish all 
his notes on the dances. This sparked a huge revival of Morris dancing in England, which quickly 
spread abroad to America and Australia. Kimber became famous, dancing at the Royal Albert Hall, 
and in front of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra. 

There are estimated to be around 14,000 Morris dancers in Britain at the moment; many people 
believe that if it wasn't for William Kimber, there wouldn't be any Morris dancing at all today.



Suggested activities:

1) Watch the 'Music in the Family' video. (It is around 20 minutes long so you may want to pick out a few 
clips in advance.) What do you think it was like for Julie growing up with a famous grandfather?

2) Use the internet to research William Kimber – this page is a good starting point, as well as this page 
commemorating Kimber's blue plaque, and this page which gives an obituary. Less able children could use 
the information from the first page to create a timeline of Kimber's life. (There is a lot of information on that 
page so some may need support with this.) More able children could also read Kimber's obituary, and write 
their own obituary explaining why he was important, and giving a summary of key life events.

3) Children can write and perform a story or play about the life of William Kimber. They should decide in 
advance which are the important things to include – they may want to do a summary of his whole life, or 
focus on the meeting between Kimber and Sharp. Click here for some examples of stories and plays 
created by children from Headington primary schools. More able children can be given a specific audience 
to write for.

4) Create a map (drawn or using Google Maps) of the important places in Headington in the story of 
William Kimber. More able children could design a walk to visit these places, and write out clear directions 
using compass points, road names, and directional language. Click here for an example of a map created 
with Google Maps, or see Appendix 1 for a circular walk from Wood Farm School in Headington. 
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Sessions 4 & 5: Music and dance 

Learning Objectives:

Pupils will:
• learn about some of the traditional tunes and dances from Headington Quarry
• perform these as a whole class or in small groups

Suggested activities:

1) The whole class could learn to sing the chorus from “My Pretty Little Blue Eyed Maid”. Isn't it a funny 
way to say that someone is nice?! Children can re-write their own lyrics in small groups, thinking of the 
silliest way to describe someone as being nice, and then sing their song to the class. For less able children 
encourage them to stay within the structure of the song and simply replace 'jam', 'marmalade' etc with 
another word. 

2) Look up videos of Headington Morris Dances on Youtube – the children can work in groups to identify 
some of the moves they are doing and try them out themselves. Children can make up their own moves 
inspired by what they have seen and the sorts of moves they like to do themselves; more able children can 
then put these moves together into a dance. Click here for some examples of dances by children from two 
Headington primary schools, which were written after researching different Morris dance moves on 
Youtube. 

3) Instrumentalists can learn to play a Morris tune (more able children could try playing for the dances 
made up by another group). Click here for notation, including simplified parts and chords. Click here to see 
children from a primary school in Headington performing Morris tunes.

4) Children with a talent for Art could try drawing a portrait of Kimber by copying a picture.
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Morris dances are made up of simple repeating patterns, equivalent to a verse-chorus 
structure in a song. Usually the verses will consist of some sort of 'travelling' movement 
(i.e. moving from where you are standing to somewhere else, and back again) for example, 
dancing forwards past your partner and back to place. Choruses are usually the same 
each time (although you can have variations) and often involve clashing sticks together, or 
doing fancy moves with hankies. (If you don't have easy access to Morris sticks try using 
boomwhackers as the children from one of the original project schools did!) Most Morris 
dances are danced in 'sets' of 6 or 8, consisting of lines of 3 or 4 all facing a partner. 
However, when making up your own dances don't feel that you have to stick to any of this 
– it's simply useful background if you need to put some structure in place.

Most folk tunes also have a simple structure, most usually consisting of two repeated 8 bar 
phrases. If you have instrumentalists in your class we have produced 
arrangements of two simple Morris tunes, which are suitable for use across varying 
abilities.

http://www.backtothequarry.net/images/education_resources/photos/windmill%208.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuoR2gSIxaU&list=PLd6-hhi1le8l1AiIXkYWUKJrOZbSZFsuz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuoR2gSIxaU&list=PLd6-hhi1le8l1AiIXkYWUKJrOZbSZFsuz
http://backtothequarry.net/morris-tune-notations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rk3YowLkxlM&list=PLd6-hhi1le8mgq8hcpA7L225TkSjwhuDF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rk3YowLkxlM&list=PLd6-hhi1le8mgq8hcpA7L225TkSjwhuDF
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Headington+Morris+dances
http://backtothequarry.net/images/Source_material/Audio/Chaundy/NSA-2CDR0001572-009.mp3
http://boomwhackers.com/
http://backtothequarry.net/morris-tune-notations


Appendix 1 - A Local Walk

• Local walks can be used to explore the context of historical figures and events. They can support 
instructional writing and map work. 

• You may wish to encourage your pupils to write their own directions, which start and end in the same 
place. 

• This can be based of fieldwork or studying maps of an area they are familiar with or which has been 
described in a story or other piece of writing.

• Introduce the term ‘landmarks’ – what are the key landmarks or locations in your area?
• Pupils could try to map the walk as they do it, or draw/record key landmarks along the walk.

William Kimber landmarks – a walk from Wood Farm School.

1. Start at Wood Farm School.
2. Turn left on Titup Hall Drive
3. At the end of the Road, turn right on to Old Road.
4. Continue along Old Road, past Quarry Road, heading up to Shotover.
5. Just after Upper Meadow (on the right) is Huggins Cottage.

Huggins Cottage is the house where William Kimber was born.

6. Turn back the way you came. Continue on Old Road across the junction with Windmill Road, and past the 
Nuffield Hospital.
7. After the hospital take the first right in to Lime Walk. A short way down Lime Walk you can find a block 
called Lime Court.

William Kimber used to live in Lime Walk with his first wife. The house he lived in is no longer there but it was  
situated roughly where Lime Court is now.

8. Continue up Lime Walk; the second road on the right is Cecil Sharp Place.

Cecil Sharp was the person who collected the Morris tunes and dances from William Kimber. 

9. Carry on up Lime Walk until you get to the end.
10. Turn left on London Road, and cross over. Look for Horwood Close.
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Kimber and Sharp first met at a place called Sandfield Cottage; it's not there any more but Horwood Close is  
roughly where it used to be. There is a bronze plaque commemorating the meeting between Kimber and  

Sharp on Boxing Day 1899.

11. Turn and walk up London Road, towards the main traffic light junction.
12. Cross over and turn right down Windmill Road.
13. Keep going down Windmill Road, and take the 5th road on the left, which is Gathorne Road.

Kimber built four houses on Gathorne Road – number 2, 4, 6, and 8.

14. Continue to the end of Gathorne Road, which will bring you out on St Anne's Road, almost directly 
opposite number 42.

Number 42 St Anne's Road is the house that William Kimber built for himself and named 'Merryville'. 
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There is a blue plaque on the wall to commemorate Kimber's life.

15. Turn left up St Anne's Road. When you reach the end of the road, cross over and turn right on Margaret 
Road. You will go past Windmill Primary School.

William Kimber used to teach Morris dancing here, when it was Headington Secondary School.

16. Continue on Margaret Road until you get to the end.
17. At the end of the road, cross over and turn right on Quarry Road.
18.  A little way down on your left, take the footpath down to Holy Trinity Church.

William Kimber's grave is in the graveyard at Holy Trinity Church. It has a concertina and morris bells carved  
on to the gravestone.

19. Come back the way you came, and turn left down Quarry Road. Follow it all the way to the end.

20. Turn right on Old Road, and then take the second left on to Titup Hall Drive, and you are back at school!
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